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I.  Biblical Foundation 

 

Teach your children to choose the right path, and when they are older, they will remain 

upon it (Prov. 22:6 ~ NLT). 

 

The LORD corrects those he loves, just as a father corrects a child in whom he delights 

(Prov 3:11-12 ~ NLT). 

 

To discipline and reprimand a child produces wisdom, but a mother is disgraced by an 

undisciplined child (Prov. 29:15 ~ NLT).  

 

Fathers, do not exasperate your children; instead, bring them up in the training and 

instruction of the Lord (Eph 6:4 ~ NLT).  

 

Fathers, do not embitter your children, or they will become discouraged (Col. 3:21 ~ NLT).  

 

Our fathers disciplined us for a little while as they thought best; but God disciplines us for 

our good, that we may share in his holiness. 11 No discipline seems pleasant at the time, but 

painful. Later on, however, it produces a harvest of righteousness and peace for those who 

have been trained by it (Heb. 12:10-11 ~ NLT).  

 

Fix your thoughts on what is true and honorable and right.  Think about things that are 

pure and lovely and admirable.  Think about things that are excellent and worthy of 

praise” (Phil. 4:8 ~ NLT) 

 

This chapter focuses less upon specific tools to get kids to stop fighting with one another, and 

more upon how to create a family system in which children are less likely to have frequent and 

ongoing conflict.  Keep in mind, all kids in all families have occasional tiffs, and there are 

always going to be issues of sibling rivalry, childish abuse of power, and so on.  This chapter 

will provide several very clear thoughts aimed at helping parents help their kids deal with 

conflict resolution. 

 

II.  Clear Guidance 

 



In the previous chapter the issue being studied was systemic structure, and how that structure is 

altered when either Mom and Dad don’t maintain the structure, or when dysfunctional attitudes 

and behaviors are allowed to remain, unresolved.   

 

In this chapter we’ll apply some of these same principles to the issue of resolving conflict with 

one’s children.  It would be inappropriate to begin without a quick review of the child’s 

environment at home, because kids that are in conflict often reflect parents that aren’t teaching 

their kids how to not be in conflict.  It’s not enough for a Mom to say, “Don’t fight with your 

brother,” or for a Dad to say, “Don’t argue with your mother.”   Kids in conflict need a few basic 

things in their lives.  So before studying conflict resolution, let’s take a moment and study how 

to create an environment in which conflict is less likely to erupt in the first place. 

 

A.  Clear Boundaries  

 

Kids need clear boundaries.  This doesn’t mean they won’t test them, and it doesn’t mean they 

will always like them.  But they need them.  As taught in the previous lesson, a boundary is a 

limitation, based upon some value.  For example, in the Garden of Eden, God gave Adam and 

Eve complete run of the place.  They could go wherever they wanted and do whatever they 

wanted.  There was only one boundary.  God had said, “'You must not eat fruit from the tree that 

is in the middle of the garden, and you must not touch it, or you will die'" (Gen. 3:3 ~ NIV).   

That’s a boundary.  It’s an authority saying, “Don’t do this.” 

 

Boundaries teach values.  Without them a child is likely to wander aimlessly with values and 

morals formation, and may develop problems with authority.  And the primary source of 

boundaries formation is mom and dad.  If mom and dad fail in this task, the next level in which 

the child will face the issue of boundaries is the educational system.  If a child is too difficult for 

the educational system to handle, the next level of boundary formation will be the police, 

followed by the court system, and finally the prison system.   

 

Boundaries formation begins at home.  If a parent doesn’t want their child to have problems in 

school, or with the law, then the process of boundaries formation must be a regular part of home 

life. 

 

B.  Clear Expectations 

 

Kids also need clear expectations.  If boundaries reflect guidelines, then expectations reflect 

goals or objectives.  When mom asks junior to take out the garbage, she doesn’t mean tomorrow, 

or when he feels like it.  When a young adult is given the keys to a car, the goal is that the child 

will drive the car within the laws of the land.  Kids need to clearly understand what’s expected of 

them.  Again, this doesn’t mean they won’t test the authority of the person establishing the 

expectations, but kids still need clear goals and objectives. 

 

Yet parental expectations can sometimes become difficult hurdles for children.  That’s why 

scripture teaches parents (especially fathers) to not “exasperate” their kids.  “Fathers, do not 

exasperate your children; instead, bring them up in the training and instruction of the Lord” 

(Eph 6:4 ~ NLT).  What does it mean to exasperate a child?  Here’s an analogy.  Let’s say that 



mom and dad wish for the child to maintain a 3.0 g.p.a. (grade point average ~ or a “B” average).  

Assuming the child has normal IQ (IQ of 100), such an expectation is reasonable if the parents 

value educational learning.  However, if a child has an IQ of 80 and the parents expect a 4.0 gpa, 

then the child is likely to become exasperated.    

 

All human beings have a little rebellion in them and it’s normal for kids to cry “foul” when 

parents require homework be done.  It often takes wisdom for a parent to determine what level of 

competence and achievement is reasonable for their child.  And those who have raised more than 

one child recognize that each child’s abilities and interests are….. 


